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The Author

Annette Cooper has had a lifelong interest in 
Melbourne’s social and architectural history, 
especially the landscape of the city. She was a 
devoted client of Georges, enjoying its elegant and 
refined atmosphere. In Remembering Georges, she 
brings together these two interests, and hopes that 
the book will serve as a tribute to one of Melbourne’s 
most-loved stores. 

REMEMBERING

STORIES FROM MELBOURNE’S MOST ELEGANT STORE

by Annette Cooper

When Georges closed its doors on 5 October 
1995, it had been trading for 115 years. Yet this 
famous department store, situated in the ‘Paris 
End’ of Collins Street, still lingers in the minds of 
many today. 

Remembering Georges documents the memories of 
staff and clients before this living connection fades. 
The unique ‘voice’ of each interviewee shines through, 
because the memories are in their own words.

This richly illustrated book displays some of the 
fabulous images associated with Georges, reflecting 
the style and elegance of the store itself. Georges 
devotees, as well as those interested in fashion, design, 
and Melbourne’s retail and social history, will revel in 
the stories held within. 

‘I, like many other people, remember Georges very 
fondly. I wanted to document the memories of staff 
and clients, and display some of the fabulous images 
associated with the store, before this living connection 
is lost.  Alan Black, for example, is 94 years old, and 
has some wonderful stories about the store during 
his long time spent there as Buyer for Georg Jensen, 
Stuart Devlin, Waterford and Marghab linen. Nancy 
Balding worked at Georges between 1948 and 1989, 
and served in the famous Front Showroom, which 
carried the most fabulous of haute couture fashion.  
Michael Shmith, son of the photographer Athol and 
model ‘Bambi’ Shmith, talks of his devotion to the 
store almost being ruined by the sight of a price-tag 
on a handkerchief displayed in the windows. The ‘voice’ 
of each interviewee comes through, because the 
memories are in their own words.’ 

      — Annette Cooper


